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BALTIC MINES LIMIISD 

GEKKHAL INFORMATION

Location

The property is located in north-central Brackin Township, Missanabie 
area of the Sudbury Mining Division. It lies almost entirely along 
the north shore of Crooked Lake from the "Big Elbow" of that lake for 
a distance eastward of about two miles.

Ac c e sg .fro L Property

Via Dof and Crooked lakes; 16J miles by water from Missanabie, Ontario, 
which in turn lies 58 miles west of Chapleau on the C. P. H.

Owners of Property

The property is held by BALTIC MINKS LIMITED, whose head office is at 
1001 - #5 Richmond Street West, Toronto.

The claims hpld under the company are numbered a.s follows:
op

S35145 to -50, incl. *, * * v 
S35272 to -75, inol.^7  

335086 v
S3 5062 to -6ft, incl. 
S40272 to -74, incl. 
340269 to -71. incl. 
S47623 to -29, incl. 

r
Total 36 claims .V*

Work was carried out on the property during the year 3947 under the 
direction of C. C. Huston, P,E.G., and the work actually done by Mr. 
^, E. Campbell, geologist, whose geological report is attached hereto.

The labor, line-cutting, etc. was done as shown on the attached Time 
Distributions, mimeographed. (Pages 2-3-4-5)

It is estimated that during the summer some 16 miles of line was cut 
for mapping.

All of which is certified.

C. C. HUSTON

J
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REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OP BALTIC MINE8 LIMITED, MI88ANABIB, OK}, 

by E* E. Campbell, B*8o. 18 Jan* 1946

ABSTRACT

A group of 56 claims located in the H.W* corner of Braokin 
Twp., District of Sudbury, Ont., is owned by Baltio Vines Ltd* The 
surface of the property is a part of the glacially eroded peneplain 
which is observed in all parts of the Canadian shield.

Five major rook types were reoognited in the area* In 
chronological order of emplacement, these are listed as i l, the 
greenstone; 2, the massive and foliated granitic rooks of the 
'Eastern Massif"i 5, the tonalite; 4, the "Acid Border Oranite"i 
and S, late diabase dykes* Mapping and microscopic examinations 
give evidence which shows that the tonalite and the gneisses of 
the "Eastern Massif are differentiated products of the "Eastern 
Massif, and that the tonalite and the greenstone were at one time 
in intimate contact. All rook types show signs of thermal 
metamorphism* A cone of red granite within the "Acid Border Granite" 
is shown to have been caused by solutions carrying ferrio oxide.

A structural trend of all major rook units wag observedc 
The trend strikes NZO0* and dips steeply West* A foliation of all 
granitic rooks, except the eastern massive facies of the "Eastern 
Massif" is conformable with this structural trend* Planes of in* 
tense shearing strike NW and dip from SO0 to 700 6*W*

The shearing appears responsible for the localisation 
of the emplacement of quarts veins; later stresses acting upon these 
quartz bodies are believed to have constituted a prelude necessary , 
for subsequent gold, pyrite, and galena mineralisation*
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IABLB Of FORMATION

Quaternary

Recenti Organic deposit*

Pleistocene i Olay, sand, grarel, and boulders*

Pre-Cambrian

Xeweenawani Diabase dykes

Post Xeewatint Aplite* pegmatite, lamprophyre and 
alaskite dykes

"Aoid Border Oranite" - biotite granite
gneiss

"Eastern Massif - alaskite* aplite and
pegmatite (t)

Tonalite and tonalite gneiss 
Biotite granite gneiss 
Biotite granite

Keewatin! Greenstone) complex of neta-andesite,
meta-diorite, aeta-gabbro,, hornblendite, 
rhyolite, tuffs, eto*
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A property consisting of 86 claims in the NW portion 
of Brackin Township, Sudbury Mining District, is owned by, 
BALTIC MINES LIMITED, The property lies 14 Biles I.E. of Xissanabie 
Station, which is the first railroad stop west of Chapleau on the 
.C.P.R. transcontinental line, The Hopkins k Burt group and the 
Braminoo group lie beyond the n.orth boundary* Camex groups border 
the East and nest boundaries and Crooked Lake approximately follows 
the South boundary*

There are three possible means of access to this group 
of claims t by air, by water from Missanabie Station, and by the 
Renabie road to Renabie Mines, whence by a trail passing through 
Braminoo Mines to the Baltic Group* The water route is best designed 
for freighting* There is a short portage between Dog Lake and 
Crooked Lake o

Ihree trails from North to South pass through the proper* 
ty. These are shown on the accompanying map* The centre trail 
only is adequately cleared for easy movement on foot*

TOPOGRAPHY

The surface of the property is a part of the glacially 
eroded peneplain characteristic of all parts of the pre-Cambrian 
shield* There are no great differences of elevation in any part of 
the property* The area is located on the height of land dividing the 
drainage basins of the Great Lakes and Hudson's Bay, and may therefore 
be regarded as forming part of the Highlands of Ontario*

Pleistocene glaciation has plucked and removed large 
blocks of rook loosened by a combination of West dipping shear planes 
and vertical joints which strike in a Northerly direction* This has 
produced local effects of marked relief and the vertical east facing 
cliffs inhibit easy travelin an east or a west direction*

The property displays vegetation oharaqteristio of this 
part of the Canadian shield* Four distinct types of growth exist* The 
most widespread type is supported on areas of relatively low relief* 
Black spruce, white spruce, balsam, birch and a few poplar grow to a 
large sice in such areas* The undergrowth is dense where there is 
heavy overburden. Where there is little or no soil covering, a thick 
mattress of moss lies on the ground and the area resembles a parkland*



rOPOORAPai (Continued)

Where the rook i* covered with a heavy overburden of iandy 
clay, poplar abounds* Very large spruce trees are sparsely scattered 
through suoh areas* Balsam and Bain of Gilead abound in damp depres 
sions* The attendant undergrowth of alders and hasele is often so 
thick as to be almost impenetrable*

Cta the low rooky hills* there is sometimes no soil covering.
Suoh areas support a thin growth of soraggly stunted jack pine* , Die
rook on suoh hills has but s. light covering of BOIS*

The areas of swamp within the property support a variety 
of vegetation. Some areas are overgrown with thick alders and 
willow   some support only low musket bushes of "Labrador fra* and a 
few bleached skeletons of former tamarao* while others* which are wet 
all summer, are covered by a thick growth of oedar and a few blaok 
spruce.

There is very little outcrop in the area* the geological 
party had to be prepared to dig for nearly all the observations which 
were made. The production of a conventional outcrop map would have 
been futile and meaningless* Bare vertical rook faces are common*

The covering of moss and soil often produces a deceptive 
iron stain on the surface of the rook* especially in damp areas*' This 
stain permeates distances up to a foot into rook which is sheared or 
Jointed* and often obscures the slightly different shades of colour by 
which the main granitic types of rook are usually distinguished*

DBSCRIPTIOI OF ROQI TYPES 

Greenstone i

The Western claim* of the property are underlain by a 
complex of ancient greenstones which extend two or three miles West of 
the property* This complex is in the form of an elongate body whose 
axis and relict structures strike approx. NEO0*. The body has its 
longitudinal terminations in Lang Township to the South and in Leeson 
Township to the North. A small variation in dip from East to West 
(Out* Dept. of Mines Map* Ho.&lg. Rennie Leeson Area accompanying 
report by E.L. Bruce and B.C. Horwood, Vbl* LI* part 8* 1942)* and the 
shape of its South termination suggests that it is a remnant of an 
isoolinally folded syncline plunging North*

The Eastern contact of the greenstone is against a mass 
which has been named the "Acid Border Oranite". This contact strikes 
NZO0^ and dips 70 W* For about 500 feet west of this contact* the 
greenstone is extremely schistosej the planes of schistosity lit 
parallel to the contact* The granite shows an intrusive relationship 
with the greenstone. Lit-par-lit injection and a hybrid ione
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DESCRIPTIOH OF ROCK TYPES 

Oreenstone (Continued)

demonstrate that the Aoid Border Oranite is younger than the green 
stone*

The most abundant rook type in the greenstone complex is 
meta-andesite. It is to be found in all areas of the greenstone 
which lies within the borders of the property* A fine schistose 
structure, variable in its intensity but always present, has eradicated 
any minor inherent structures which night be diagnostic of its presumed 
volcanic origin. If any pillow structure remains, none was observed 
in the few clear outcrops* The covering of BOSS and soil would 
completely obscure the delicate chilled rims whioh usually trace such 
a structure in other areas*

foe overburden covers most of the evidence by whioh the 
relationship of the meta-andesite to other rook types might be deduced* 
However, in the S.W. corner of Map square K 9,000 120*000* the meta 
andesite shows what appears to b* a complete gradation to a coarse 
meta-diorite or meta-gabbro*

The weathered surface of meta-andesite is fresh on a clear 
outcrop. Under moss a thin brown-grey weathered surface gives a greasy 
feel to the point of a geology hammer* The colour of the fresh rook is 
dark green. The texture is very fine grained* This rook is fully des 
cribed by E.L. Bruce (Ont* Dept* of Mines, Tol* 61, part 8, 1942, 
page 6)t "A fairly fine-grained, dark green rook from a point half a 
mile north of Crooked Lake in Brackin township is most nearly like 
the usual type of Keewatin lava. Under the microscope it appears as a 
matte of chlorite fibres, among whioh lie tiny grains of quarts and 
probably plagioclase! ..... M From the similarity of this description 
to that of rooks in other Keewatin areas, the rook may be called a 
Keewatin meta-andesite*

Meta-diorite, meta-gabbro, and hornblendite occur in small 
outcrops scattered through the greenstone area* It has already been 
observed that the meta-gabbvo or meta-diorite can occur as a grada- 
tional facies of a meta-endesitio flow* Meta-diorite was observed in 
small dykes cutting through the meta-andesite. Massive varieties of 
meta-diorite and meta-gabbro were also observed* Mapping reveals the 
dyke-like aspect of the hornblendite. A similar structure has been 
observed in the greenstone in Leeson Township* (M.H. Frohberg, 
Haoassa Mines. Personal communication).

The weathered surface of these coarse grained rooks is 
thin and light brown in colour. Under moss this surface gives a 
greasy feeling to the point of the hammer* The colour of the fresh 
rook is black with light streaks* These streaks are minor in the 
hornblendite, but they increase in amount through meta-gabbro to 
meta-diorite*
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DESCRIPTION OF ROOK TYPES 

greenstone (continued)

Under the microscope these rooks are found to be composed 
of large grains or fibres of green or blue pleochroic amphibole 
(see page 13), interspersed with fine colourless grains of what is 
presumed to be feldspar* Magnetite and leucoxene are scattered through 
out the rook masses t

The meta-diorites and meta-gabbro* probably occur as parts 
of slow-cooling volcanic flows* All these coarse grained rook types 
also occur as irregular intrueives*

A band of light coloured, fine grained rook outcrops in the 
southern extremity of the "Greenstone Strike Fault Zone". In places 
this rock displays fine laminations of alternating light and dark 
material t The laminations strike N200* and dip steeply to the West* 
Sharp contacts with meta-andesite were observed in two outcrops*

This rook has a very thin rusty weathered surface* It is 
hard, dense, acidic, and feels very light in weight* In consideration 
of its fine laminations, its dense stony appearance, its association, 
and its limited areal extent, it must be assumed that this rook is a 
tuff.

A severely sheared, highly silicic rook outcrops in 
square E 8,000, H 19,000* Its contacts are vague, but it is in close 
association with meta-diorite*

This rook has a white weathering surface} its white, opaque 
colour is just tinted with green, and shear planes which transect it 
have a slightly soapy feel. Specimens smell strongly of kaolin* A hand 
lense reveals a very few small grains of quarts, and these give the 
impression of being phenocryst** The rock was therefore mapped as 
a rhyolite*

That the whole of the greenstone has been severely meta 
morphosed is revealed under the microscope by the complete breakdown 
of the original feldspar, and by the prevalence of metamorphic minerals 
such as chlorite, epidote, leucoxene, and a widespread occurrence of 
blue pleochroic amphibole (see page J- 2 )* A reference has already been 
made to the prevalence of shearing*

There is severe alteration in the "Greenstone Strike Fault 
Zone*" Rooks in this cone display severe epidotitation, intimate 
silification, and injection by numerous quartt stringers* Where the 
rook is sheared or drag folded, fine pyrite is found*
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DESCRIPTION OF ROCK TYPES

The Eastern Massif i

The Eastern portion of the property, and an area extending 
East for an undisclosed number of miles, is underlain by ma ssire 
granitic rooks. These rooks display foliation in those areas which lie 
within roughly 800 feet of the contact with the tonalite* Elsewhere 
they are massive*

She contact between the tonalite and the gneisses of the 
"Eastern Massif strikes roughly H800!. The contact relationships with 
the tonalite are described on a later page*

The massive rooks in this area weather white on a bare 
outcrop. Under moss the surface appears grey-brown. The weathered 
surface is pitted by differential weathering which leaves the quart* 
grains standing up in relief. This gives the rook a hard gritty 
feeling under the point of the hammer.

Microscopic examination reveals that the rook is made up 
of quartz, plagioclase of composition An15, microcline, chlorite, epidote, 
and euhedral magnetite* The feldspar grains contain thick poikilitic 
inclusions of sericite* and what appears to be clinozoisite and kaolin* 
Incipient granoblastic texture is observed* '

The gneisslo rooks near the Western contact of the Massif 
contain quarts* plagioclase of composition Anjy, biotite* epidote, both 
in blocky crystals and as thick poikilitic inclusions on the 
plagioclase grains, chlorite* muscovite* anhedral magnetite, Apatite* 
and minor amounts of what appears to be kaolin* The biotite is found to 
be in clusters* and both the clusters and the individual plates of 
biotite are aligned parallel to the regional foliation* The incipient 
granoblastic texture has progressed farther than in the massive 
varieties*

Prom the increase in the amount of poikilitioally included 
epidote in the grains of plagioclase* it is concluded that the Eastern 
Massif becomes slightly more basic as the tonalite is approached* The 
present composition of the feldspar, ASjj* is probably more acidic than 
that of the primary feldspar* The mioroline of the massive varieties 
has either been entirely broken down, or else it was never formed. 
The biotite may be primary* but the increase in the amount of grano 
blastic texture is indicative of increasing metamorphic rank, and it 
seems probable that the biotite has been regenerated from chlorite. 
It follows that since the biotite has a metamorphic origin* and is in 
addition foliated, the foliation is a structure which has been imposed 
long after the initial consolidation of the rock*
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DESCRIPTION OF ROCK TYPES 

Tonalite or Quarts Diorite

The centre of the property is underlain by coarse grained 
grey mottled rooks having the composition of a quartz diorite or 
tonalite. Ihese rooks comprise a band roughly 700 feet wide i which 
strikes NSO^ff throughout the length of the property* A foliation 
exists in all but a few scattered portions of this band* the 
foliation strikes N200! and dips steeply to the West* Detailed mapp 
ing and corroborating aiorosoopio evidence firmly establish that this 
band represents a marginal facies of the Eastern Massif. Bie West 
contact of the tonalite is visibly intruded by apophyses of the 
"Acid Border Oranite" which lies to the West*

The weathered surface of the tonalite has a mottled brown- 
grey colour, and when scratched with the point of a hanmer, it feels 
both gritty and greasy, possessing, in this respect, a combination of 
the properties of the greenstone and the granite of the "Eastern 
Massif" Just described* This is a rook displaying many variations in 
colour, amount of foliation, proportions of minerals present and in 
the degree of metamorphism which its various parts have suffered* In 
general the rook displays a grey mottled appearance. The grain site 
is variable. Crystals of amphibole, grey feldspar and quarts oan be 
seen in coarse grained specimens. Die foliated structure is made 
apparent by tabular clusters of hornblende* E. L* Bruce describes a 
similar rook from the area of Renabie Mines (E. L* Bruce, op* o it page 12)* 
"Black and white gneisses with considerably greater proportions of ferro 
magnesian minerals than the grey gneisses previously described, occur 
in parts of the map area*.** tinder the microscope, the rook is 
found to be relatively fresh* It contains quarts, plagioclase, 
untwinned feldspar, hornblende, biotite, apatite, magnetite, a little 
carbonate, sericite, zoisite, kaolin, and chlorite. The plagioclase 
is oligoclase with a oompoaition of about Abjo Anjg* the plagioclase 
individuals have a maximum sice of l to 1*6 mm* Ihey contain abundant 
inclusions of pyroxene, biotite* quarts, etc* The included pyroxene 
grains appear to be fragments with diameters between 0.005 and 0*08 mm* 
Staining shows that the untwinned feldspar is not orthoclase."

lone of the tonalite on the property of Baltic Mines has 
been found to contain augite, or any other pyroxene* However, a large 
amount of epidote in distinct crystal grains and as poikilitio inclu 
sions in the feldspar grains is found in all specimens examined*

She amphibole contained in the tonalite is not common 
hornblende. It possesses the following optical properties!

XT, Z A C 17? X r pale yellow. m olive green
Z s blue. Absorption T^" Z ;?X* y**pC: 0.20* These proper 

ties are almost identical to the two types of amphibole described by 
Rice (Rice, H.M.A* Amphibole from the Purcell Sills B.C* Amer. Miner 
Vol. 20, 1936, pages 807-509), and those referred to by Button (Button 
C.O. Investigation of certain Aotiaalitesi Miner Mag* Vol. 26, 1988 
pages 207-211 and Bateman (Bateman, J. D* i Rook Alteration in the 
Uchi Ooid Area} Econ.Geol* Vol* 55, 1940, page 887)* All these
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DESCRIPTION OF ROOK TYPES

Tonalite or Quar tt Diorite (Continued)

writers ascribe a metamorphic origin to this type of amphibole*

Small areas of typically metamorphic granoblastic texture 
are common throughout the tonalite. Such areas are characterised by 
many clear small grains of what is probably albite. The fine grained 
facies of tonalite derive their texture from a complete metamorphic 
breakdown of all primary minerals into this.granoblastic state*

The poikilitic inclusions of epidote in all feldspar 
grains, except those of granoblastic texture, is interpreted as the 
incipient saussuritiiation of the plagioclase} the sodic and the 
oalcio molecules are just beginning to part company (Harker, A, 
Metamorphism, Metheun 4 Co*, p, 174)* It may be inferred that since 
some of the anorthite molecule has left the plagioclase individual, 
the original composition of the plagioclase must have been more calcic 
than that at present determined as Abyg Angg.

The foliation of the rook is caused by the orientation of 
the amphibole and by orientation of tabular clusters of amphibole and 
biotite. Some of the biotite within these clusters has a random 
orientation which is interpreted as a metamorphic post foliation product 
derived from the amphibole* The amphibole is probably of metamorphic 
origin and was formed prior to the foliation, or else it would also have 
had a random orientation* The possibility exists, however, that this 
amphibole is a pseudomorph after a primary amphibole*

Numerous inclusions of greenstone are found in the tonalite* 
These inclusions are tabular and in some instances they exceed 100 
feet in length. They conform to the planes of foliation* The tonalite 
is darker in colour in the vicinity of these inclusions, and striking 
examples of schlieren may be seen at the longitudinal terminations 
of these tabular bodies. Microscopic examination reveals that there if 
an increase in the amount of amphibole, and that the poikilitic inclu 
sions of epidote in the plagioclase grains are much more prevalent than 
in other specimens of tonalite. Here the rook is coarse grainedj 
crystals of amphibole and plagioclase measure up to 20 mm* in length. 
The plagioclase is coned and varies in composition from Ab60 Ani0 to

A complete gradation was shown to exist from the massive 
acidic granite of the "Eastern Massif" to the fairly basic rook with the 
composition of tonalite. Six specimens taken at 25 foot intervals 
across the contact between the tonalite and the gneisses of the 
"Eastern Massif clearly illustrate the gradational relationship which 
exists between these two types. As the contact lone is crossed from the 
East, the composition of the plagioclase changes from Abjj Anj7 to 
Ab78 Angg* biotite gradually gives way to amphibole, and the amount of 
epidote increases, both as blocky crystals and as a poikilitic inclusion 
in the grains of plagioclase. These changes are gradations! over a cone
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DBSCRimOH OF ROOK TYPES

Tonalite or Quartt Diorite (Continued)

nearly 100 feet wide*

The effect of greenstone inclusion* on the progressively 
increasing basic character of this differentiate has been demonstrated*

Since the Aoid Border Oranite lying to the west of this dif 
ferentiated sequence is definitely younger than the tonalite* it nay 
safely be deduced that previous to the intrusions of the Aoid Border 
Oranite the tonalite was in contact with the greenstone, and that 
this former contact with the greenstone was instrumental in producing 
the differentiation of which the tonalite j represents the extreme re** 
maining phase*

Aoid Border Granitei

The area between the greenstone and the tonalite is under 
laid by a band of acidic granite. The longitudinal axis of this 
band and its contacts conform with the regional tread of the struc 
ture of the area. A marked foliation also conforms with that des 
cribed in other places on the property* The "Aoid Border Granite" 
exhibits intrusive relationships with both the greenstone and the 
tonalite*

The weathered surface of these rooks varies from white 
through grey to brown in colour. The variation appears to be depen 
dent upon the amount of alteration which various facies have suf 
fered and to a perhaps greater extent upon the amount of vegetable 
acids which have reacted with the surface layer* The surface is 
usually rough and pitted by differential weathering* Blebs of 
quarts stand up in high reliefj these give a hard rough gritty feel* 
ing when scratched with the point of a hammer* Freshly broken sur 
faces present a greater variety of appearances than that existing 
between the tonalite and the average rooks of this area* This makes 
the field mapping of this contact extremely difficult, and only the 
closest scrutiny enables the contact to be accurately ascertained*

Quartz, feldspar, both twinned and untwinned, biotite, 
muscovite, chlorite, epidote, magnetite, apatite, secondary white 
mica (probably sericite), coisite and a light brown dusty alteration 
product which is probably kaolin, are the minerals observed in 
specimens of this rook* The megasoopioally different facies present 
similar appearances under the microscope* The alteration of biotite 
to epidote and the breakdown of the feldspars appear to account for 
the variable appearance of the rook in hand specimens*

The poikilitic inclusions of epidote in the grains of 
feldspar are much more scattered than in either the tonalite or 
the gneisses of the Eastern Massif* Some untwlnned varieties dis 
close no epidote alteration. On the other hand, there is con-
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DESCRIPTION OF ROCK 1YPE8

Acid Border Oranite i (Continued)

Biderably more poikilitio inclusion of what i* probably sericite, coi* 
site and kaolin. The composition of the plagioclase varies across 
the band} the more be eio varieties ooour nearest to the greenstone* 
Compositions varying between AIj.6 *nd AI4 have been determined*

The nature of the alteration products on the feldspar 
appears to be characteristic* The rarity of epidote in the plagio- 
clases and the abundance of what is probably sericite and kaolin 
in the untwinned feldspar suggest that the rock is a metamorphosed 
granite whose previous feldspar constituents were potassium feldspar 
and albite-oligoolase*

Areas of granoblastic texture are very prevalent in all 
parts of this rook. She granoblastic particles appear to be quar tt, 
clear albite and fairly abundant euhedral sericite* She presence of 
sericite in these granoblastic tones suggests the breakdown of 
grains of potassic feldspar* Staining shows that potassium is 
present in the rook but that it is diffused and scattered*

Qua r tt is present both as an integral constituent of 
the rock and as numerous veinlets transecting the mats*

The biotite occurs in oriented clusters which give the 
rook* its foliated appearance. The biotite is associated with musco 
vite, blocky crystals of epidote and minor amounts of chlorite.

Much of the biotite and aus covite of these mafic clus 
ters has a random orientation, while the clusters themselves faith 
fully trace out the regional foliation* It may therefore be in* 
ferrod that the biotite is not primary and that the foliation 
occurred prior to its formation*

Where the "Acid Border Granite" is in contact with the 
greenstone, a hybrid tone has been formed on the granite side of 
the contact* This rook is grey in colour and its appearance sug 
gests its hybrid origin. The hybrid tone lies parallel to the con 
tact and varies in width. Usually it extends into the granite for 
a distance of only a few feet* Scattered remnants can be found hun 
dreds of feet East in the granite* Greenstone inclusions appear 
throughout the mass of this granite* These frequently show a small 
aureole of hybrid greens tone-granite rook* Porphyroblastic feldspar 
crystals are frequently observed in these aueroles*

Through the centre of the Aoid Border Oranite runs a 
ragged tone of distinctive red granite* This tone is 700 feet wide 
and its axis conforms to the structural trend of the area. The 
weathered surface of the rooks in this tone shows little difference 
from a freshly broken surface*

Under the microscope these rooks show almost no differ*
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DESCRIPTION OF ROOK TYPES 

Acid Border Qranite (Continued)

enoe from those just described* An increase in the amount of 
strongly pleochroic epidote and a decrease in the amount of 
biotite is apparent* Younger quartt reins which lie in or near 
this tone (e.g. "72" vein) are out by red fractures which in places 
trace out small blocks of cubic shape. Such discoloration was 
observed to a minor extent in the quart* Teinlets of the "Greenstone 
Strike Fault Zone" and in the quarts of "D" rein* Microscopic 
examination reveals that the fractures in this quart* show a faint 
opaque material which supports the assumption that the colouring 
agent is ferric oxide* (li.H. Frohberg, Out* Dept. of Mines, 
Vol. 44 (1955) part 6, page 69.)

The red granite therefore appears to derive its 
colour from solutions containing ferrlo oxide* These solutions 
probably intensified the alteration of biotite to epidote*

Aplite, pegmatite, alaskite and a very few lamprophyre 
dykes were observed in all the rocks of this area* These bodies 
have a random trend. They are all out by diabase dykes, but 
they intrude all other rook types. Since they out the youngest 
intrusive granite, the "Acid Border Cyanite", they are younger 
than, but probably related to this rook* the aplites, pegmatites 
and alaskites which intrude the Eastern Massif and some of those 
which intrude the greenstone may be related to the rooks of the 
"Eastern Massif". Since no transection of any of these dykes by 
the "Acid Border Oranite" was observed, the age of this eastern suite 
of satellitic rooks is not known*

Diabase

Diabase dykes of Xeeweenawan Age (E.L. Bruce, op* olt, 
page 15) slice the whole of the granitic portions of the area into 
blocks of almost constant width* Mo diabase dykes of this Age oan 
be traced in the greenstone, although their existence it strongly 
suspected* The dykes have an almost constant strike of 120*1, and 
are nearly vertical* they out all formation, structure and cones 
of alteration and silicification, and their margins are severely 
chilled against all rocks with which they are in contact*

The weathered surface of the diabase is identical In its 
impression to all senses to that possessed by the greenstone coarse 
grained facies. While this enhances their detection in the granitic 
rooks, it renders their discovery very difficult in the greenstone* 
Fresh surfaces conform with descriptions of such rooks in the 
literature of the subject. In the IT W, corner of Square K 11,000 
R 24,000 segregations of saussurite were found in a diabase dyke* 
These segregations measure up to 2 inohes in diameter*

Evidence that these diabase dykes are tension crack
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Diabase (continued)

fillings is definitely displayed at several points* In Square 
Ell,000, N25,000, a four foot quarts and greenstone rein striking 
N500w and dipping 46^ is out by a diabase dyke which locally 
strikes north and is vertical* The separation of the vein was 
determined north and is vertical. The separation of the vein 
was determined with considerable care and was found to be due 
West, a direction at right angles to the strike of the dyke. 
Veins are similarly offset in Squares E8,000, N27.000, K10,000, 
N23.000 and not 00 clearly in the Reed South vein K10,000, 
N21,000. The weight of this evidence shows that the only 
movement on the fractures occupied by those dykes is at right 
angles to the plane of the fractures* This is diagnostic of 
tension fractures. It aleo shows that there hag been no digestion 
of the country rook by the diabase* If the dykes had come into 
place by absorbing the country rook, the linear continuity of the 
dykes would not have been disturbed*

The total movement in tension, obtained by adding the 
widths of the dykes transecting the granitic rooks is approxi 
mately 540 feet* This movement occurs over an East West dis 
tance of 7,200 feet of granite, and represents a tensional mover 
inent of 7,6#.

The effect of diabase dykes on gold bearing veins is 
discussed on page 22.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The trend of all petrographioal units conform* to a 
regional pattern striking HEO0* and dipping steeply to the West* 
Granite contacts and tuffaceous laminations in the greenstone con 
form to this pattern* While the diabase dykes conform to the 
regional strike, in no place was a dip other than vertical recorded. 
It therefore appears that while the diabase dykes transect the 
regional pattern in cross section, that pattern has been a factor 
in producing the regularity of the direction of diabase intrusion* 
Severely transecting diabase offshoots are rare and of but limited 
continuity*

A marked foliation is present in all the rocks of 
granitic composition within 6000 feet of the greenstone contact* 
In the eastern part of the property this foliation grades imper 
ceptibly into massive granite. Ihe schistosity described in the 
greenstone near its contact with the Acid Border Oranite conforms 
with the planes of regional foliation* Since there is no evidence 
of the lineation of the large subhedral feldspar grains which are 
observed in the specimens of granite and since there, is strong 
evidence that the mafic minerals which mark the structure are of 
metamorphic origin, this schistosity in the greenstone assumes 
marked weight in the consideration of the origin of the foliation* 
Since metamorphism has removed the primary mafic minerals which 
might be suggestive of a primary origin for this foliation, a 
combination of the negative evidence offered by a laok of feldspar 
lineation and the existence of the marginal schistosity in the 
greenstone strongly suggest that the foliation is imposed by 
pressure* It is also suggested that since the foliation fades 
out to the East* the pressure was derived from the greenstone, 
possibly during a period of downward thrusting at some period of 
intense folding** -

Hie observation of the conformable orientation of 
biotite in the mafic clusters of the border tone of the Eastern 
Massif implies that the orientation of the mafic clusters was Im 
proved after the formation of the biotite* On the other hand, the 
unconformable orientation of the biotite in the Acid Border Oranite 
suggests that the biotite was formed after the period in which the 
foliation was imposed* Ihe possibility that the foliation in-the 
Aoid Border Granite is of primary origin due to flowage phenomena is 
clearly seen* The biotite undoubtedly has an autometamorphio or a 
metamorphic origin*

Strong local shears transect the regional foliation* 
While tiie direction of the planes of shearing seem to vary from 
N160W dip 2O0* to ITS0* dip CC^S., there is a suggestion that 
these extremes represent two shear systems* .The 76" vein, the 
Reed Forth and South veins and the "10" vein occupy shears which
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strike about 116^ and dip from 20O to 46*^. Jhe "72? "80" 
"Springer" and "46" veins occupy shears which strike IfTB0* and 
dip 600S. The Braminoo Bast Shear Zone and the Greenstone Strike 
Fault Zone strike RIB W and dip to the West at a small angle* Ihis 
latter direction appears to be the predominant direction of shear*

The direction of shearing movement is obscured by the 
massive character of the rooks in which these shears occur. In the 
Greenstone Strike Fault tone are well formed drag fault areas 
observed at Hap reference 18,200, 122100* the axis of the drag fold 
plunges NW at an angle of about 600* The shape of the fold 
indicates a right hand morement. Both Z and 8 folds were observed 
in the sheared granite of D vein. These are, however* attributable 
to local movements. Nearly all shear sones and vein systems 
display minor structures suggestive of a MW rake* and hence, one 
period of shearing when the movement was either up or down the 
rake*

It is pointed out that only when the direction of shear* 
ing movement is parallel \o the present horizontal surface can 
the trace of the shear "pl^ne* on that surface be expected to be 
a straight lines Since the direction of shearing movement rakes 
NW at a considerable angle* it is to be expected that these shear 
tones would show a curving pattern on the ground*

A possible fault tith left hand separation was mapped 
in the swamp between "69" anl "72" veins. Although it is not sug- - 
gested that the diabase dyke at this point is faulted, it appears 
that the line of weakness later occupied by the diabase dyke hat 
been displaced. This displfownent is equivalent to that required 
to line up "72" vein with tf* small vein south of *69" vein, and 
"69" vein with the email v*ii north of "72" vein. A continuation 
of the line of this left han4 differential movement passes through 
the east of "D" vein and potttbly it is a related structure to a 
left hand deformation which It apparent in "D" vein.

One set of v?rtioal\ioints which strike roughly Vorth 
have a very pronounced iffeot oL the relief of the areas underlain 
by the granitic rooks, f/ remova\ of jolnt blocks from the hanging 
wall of both major arid ttor shear ^MB vertical faces of varyingw ng 
magnitude have been forM* While ti^g phenomenon is mostly local 
in its effect, the vert*** cliff whi^ u.g ai0ng the ,trlke 
of "10" vein is in pl*o*l J*er 60 feet high and measures over 
5000* along the strike, jinoe these Joint planes lie parallel 
to those occupied by di*i*e dykes, a common origin due to 
tension may be inferred* j
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ECOtOlfXC OROLOGY

Ihe only mineral deposits in the area of any economic 
possibility are gold-bearing reins* Sand and gravel deposits of 
unknown extent might beoome economically valuable if any of the 
gold deposits were to prove workable.

gold occurs in quarts veins or in quarts lodes of 
erratic sice and continuity- Ooid is associated with quarts* pyrite* 
galena, chalcopyrite, molybdenite, pyrrhotite and minor amounts of 
carbonate* Ihe gold-bearing quarts is fine grained and white. In 
no case did the watery, opaque "bull" quarts whioh is also found in 
the area, prove to carry any gold values*

The metallic minerals associated with the gold vary in 
site of grain, variety, and amount* Pyrite in a finely divided 
state seems to be present always* Galena is indicative of gold 
values, but its absence is not indicative of low values* The pre 
sence of chalcopyrite, molybdenite and pyrrhotite has an unknown 
relationship with gold values. Pyrite, galena and gold are some 
times so finely divided and disseminated as to be completely occult 
in the white quarts* The gold pan sometimes shows that these 
occult minerals can constitute an unbelievably large proportion of 
the vein material* The metallic minerals frequently are concentrat 
ed in thin fractures transecting the quarts*

Gold values prove to be very erratically distributed 
throughout any single quarts vein* Channel samples across a vein 
which yielded a grab sample assay of over l -ounce frequently 
showed values no higher than 0.01 ounces.

Quarts whioh exhibits closely spaced fractures seem 
invariably to contain good values of gold* Quarts discoloured by 
iron rust seems indicative of finely disseminated pyrite and usually 
contains gold*

The area is remarkable for the prevalence of small 
quarts veins, and a surprising number of these carry gold values* 
Their erratic widths, lengths, gold content and dispersal are 
sources of continual disappointment to anyone working in the area*

The regional shearing seems to have had a profound 
effect upon the emplacement of quarts veins, but the deposition of 
gold appears to have been controlled by complicating and perhaps 
very minor deformation imposed upon the quarts veins* Where the 
relationship between a quarts vein and a shear sone is clear, 
simple, and uncomplicated, there are very low grade values or
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none at all* Where promising values are obtained* the major structure 
is complicated by many accessory structures of such complexity 
as to have defied solution up to the present* Ooid seems to lie 
in cones where the structure is most complicated*

A cone of auriferous ralues seems to extend for a short 
distance within the greenstone to just outside the limits of the 
foliation in the Eastern Massift Work on other properties supports 
this observation. Although quarts reins are not at all limited to 
this zone, gold values in deposits outside this tone are rare* 
This localisation of gold mineralisation may to a great extent be 
dependent upon the heterogeneity displayed by the granitic rooks 
within this cone*

Ft is apparent that the mineralising fluids come up the 
prominent HW rake displayed in most veins*

There is evidence that the diabase dykes* or the frac 
tures which they occupied* have an effect on gold mineralisation* 
The diabase dyke which cuts through the Heed vein* the "46" vein 
and beyond the boundary to the North, the main Dulama vein* 
demonstrates this effect. In the case of the Dulama and "46" 
veins, gold values extend from the West up to the dyke* fa the 
East side of the dyke, although the quarts vein continues on and 
appears no different from that part which lies to the West of the 
dyke* there is a sudden drop in gold values* Cutting relationships 
show clearly that the dyke was intruded later than the quarts 
vein. It might be argued that while the body of the quarts vein is 
older than the diabase dyke* the period of gold mineralisation 
might be later than both* However* it is pointed out that else 
where, even when late gold deposition in a fractured body of quarts 
can be proven* late quarts deposition is an almost constant atten 
dants The diabase shows no signs of suoh silification* If the 
fracture, later to be oeeupied by the diabase* existed during the 
period of gold deposition, it seems a remarkable coincidence that 
this fracture stopped only the gold mineralisation and not the 
quarts* The fracture might conceivably have ooourred between the 
period of major quarts deposition and the period of gold mineralisa 
tion j in that event the gold solutions would have been out off from 
the area east of the dyke* However* good gold values do occur 
east of this diabase dyke* The low grade cone is apparent* only in 
the immediate vicinity of the diabase dykes*

These considerations lead to the deduction that 
emanations from the diabase must have re-worked a formerly homogen 
eous vein and dispersed the gold values on the up-dip (East) 
side of the dyke* Since the regional foliation and the predominant 
planes of shearing all dip West, emanations from the vertioal 
diabase dyke would be confined to the East side of the dyke*
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INDIVIDUAL VEINS

"D" vein* in map square Bil,000, N27,000 had been ex* 
posed by trenching* 3he immediate area is oharaotericed by a 
quartz-serioite schist* the planes of schistosity dip at a flat 
angle to the South West, and quarts stringers within the schist 
show a narked rake to the N,W. The silica content of the schist 
increases in local areas to such an extent that the rook is nearly 
pure quartz* Vein qu&rte has probably been deposited also* The 
strikes* dips and drag folding on the shear planes indicate that 
this laminated rook has been folded into a nearly isoclinal syncline 
at the southern portion of the exposed vein* The axial plane of 
this syncline is now occupied by almost pure quarts* The axis of 
the fold strikes SCO0* and plunges to the West* The eastern end of 
the exposed portion of this syncline has suffered a left-hand 
deformational stress which is illustrated by the turning of the 
shear planes and the quarts rein lying in the axial planet This 
deformation lies on strike with the possible fault between "69" and 
"72" veins. Smaller drag folds farther North are attributed to this 
movement. In the Northern portion of the exposure, the schistosity 
undulates, and is transected by massive lenses of quarts* A fault 
with left-hand separation is possibly expressed by the massive brown 
schist lying North of the axial plane of the fold*

The quartz and the schist are heavily mineralised by 
disseminated and fracture-filling pyrite and galena. Chalcopyrite 
and perhaps molybdenite are also found in minor amounts* Carbonate 
occurs in the schist* The massive quarts is fractured and frequently 
it is discoloured by rust. Ooid values from channel samples are 
shown on the accompanying map*

"78" vein, "69" vein, and the Springer vein and smaller 
nearby bodies form a gold-bearing cone in map squares 510,000, 
N24,000, ElOtOOO, N26,000 and B9.000, N26,000* The emplacement of 
the quartz of this vein system was probably controlled by the tone 
of shearing which extends throughout the system* However, intense 
looal deformation w*s probably responsible for the deposition of 
the gold* .The veins pinch and swell in an unpredictable manner* 
High grade sample assays from "69" vein were not supported by the 
results of channel sampling*

The possibility of the existence of a fault with left- 
hand separation between "69" and "7B" veins is supported by left- 
hand deformations in the individual veins in the vicinity t

The vein nw ter i al of this zone is heavily mineralised 
with pyrite and galent* The quarts is well fractured and discolour 
ed. Ooid values are dsappointly low and erratic.

The Reed Smjh, Road North, and "73" veins occur in 
a zone which lies on th* granite side of the greenstone-granite
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contact. The deposition of quarts appear* to have been dependent 
upon Bhear ing 1*1 ioh, in turn* was localised by greenstone inclusions* 
Lensing of the quarts is common* Only three locations in this tone 
give good gold ra lues j two lenses of quarts with very heavy pyrite 
and galena mineralisation have been trenched in the Reed South 
veinj a narrow vein of mineralised quarts constitutes "78" vein* 
The gold values are erratic, the possibility exists that the Reed 
South vein improves in value on the West side of the diabase dyke*

"62" vein lies just West of the Reed South rein and is 
on the greenstone side of the contact. Prospecting revealed 
numerous non-auriferous mineralised quarts reins; the last groups of 
assays of the field season showed the presence of gold-bearing 
stringers* A minor amount of additional trenching seems indicated 
in this tone*

The work on the 2906 vein in map square 89000* 1124,000 
waa undertaken on the strength of a grab sample which ran |29t05. 
Trenching disclosed a small sone of quarts stringers outting 
granite which showed little sign of shearing. Mineralisation in 
this sone IB meagre* Eighteen channel samples revealed one assay 
of 0*08 oz./ all the rest were below 0*09 os*

Ihe "Greenstone Strike Fault Zone" is the: strongest 
structure on the property. One drag fold suggests that the more- 
mont in the sone is right-hand* Extensive silification and 
epidotization ie observed throughout the sone* pyrite is common 
but gold values are low*
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"75" vein shows heavy deposition of quarta in a strong shear 

which is uncomplicated by any later structures. The quarte is 

barren, massive, and is over 65' wide across the dip at its widest 

point. The vein was followed for 2000 feet. 50 channel and grab 

samples gave 4# "nils," l trace, and l assay recording 0.02 ounce.

"10ff vein is a large body of quartz occupying a shear in the 

massive granite of the Eastern Massif. A horizontal width of 30 

feet wao measured at one point. Most of the vein is covered by 

deep overburden. Pyrite i B common in the quartz and in the 

aplitic rock throughout the vicinity. Grab samples yielded no 

trace of gold.

"45" vein outcrops in the northwest corner of Claim 35H5 and 

lies on the boundary of Baltic and Braraineo mines. The vein ma 

terial consists of mineralized quartz and sheared granite. The 

lateral dimensions of the vein exceed 35* on the Baltic side of 

the boundary. The vein narrows on Braminco ground* It extends 

but a little distance past the diabase dyke to the east. Grab 

samples yielded values of 0.22 and 0.12 ounce.

Deposits of sand and gravel of unknown dimensions occur in 

many areas on the property. The area showing the most signs of 

promise in this respect is in map square ES^OOO, Wl# ( 000.
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